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nationalism, which required forgetting, or at least managing, Indian pasts (Sayre) and mak ing nature into a well-regulated space ensur ing the good order of the nation-state (Looby; Hallock) . My reading of Travels resists the as sumption that colonial and later national ven tures were largely uncontested and hegemonic.
With its watery future, the continent typifies the volatile tropical spaces that Bartram char acteristically interprets cataclysmically.1 In the southern lowlands, the "ruins of costly build ings and highways... overgrown with forests" and "habitations... mouldering to earth" (97) complement "heaps of white, gnawed bones of the ancient bufFaloe, elk and deer, indiscrimi nately mixed with those of men, half grown over with moss" (265). As these passages indi cate, his account of the tropics shows that the supposedly uncultivated bears traces of hu man history and politics even as the regions forests, vines, mosses, and sinks obscure this human history. Yet if Bartrams tropics always have a history, they also reveal the impossibil ity of separating human agents and histories from a liquefying natural world.
Although Bartram focuses on dissolu tions, I believe that we need not read Travels abyssally, since it also yields an ecological conception of revolution that alters theoriza tions of resistance in the eighteenth-century plantation zone. I use the term plantation zone to designate a space that is tropical (or subtropical) and whose economy and politi cal structures are shaped by the plantation form.2 The entanglements that proliferated in the plantation zone disabled taxonomies dis tinguishing the human from the animal from the vegetable from the atmospheric, revealing an assemblage of interpenetrating forces that I call an ecology.3 This ecological orientation departs from an eighteenth-century political and aesthetic tradition distinguishing per sons?in particular, white colonial subjects? from the objects and terrains they surveyed.
In fact, Bartram s increasingly ecological ori entation compromised his ability to function as a citizen-subject of print culture. Focusing on Anglo-European travelers and on African resistance, I argue that instead of simply pro ducing subjects who gained power through an abstract and abstracting print culture, the plantation zone witnessed the emergence of agents who gained power by combining with ecological forces.4 This shift from subjectivity to agency testifies to an organization of politi cal life that is not dependent on the separation of subjects from an object world. This is not to say that human agents in the plantation zone enjoyed an idyllic intersubjectivity with ani mals, plants, and objects. Rather, the point is that at precisely the moment citizen-subjects were emerging in metropolitan centers, the plantation zone gave rise to an ecological practice closely linked to marronage, a pro cess through which human agents found ways to interact with nonhuman forces and in so doing resisted the order of the plantation.
In Travels, Bartram intended not to chronicle the complex political history of the American tropics, to elegize loss, or to lose (or find) him self but to distinguish southern North Amer ica as a temperate region that contributed to the healthy "activity of the human faculties" (14) . This project required a methodological commitment to framing the lowlands through the terminology used in eighteenth-century temperate regions. Accordingly, he records the terrain through which he passes in the nomenclature of Linnaean botany, always pausing to give a plant or animal a properly Latinate name, often spinning multiple-page lists of species that he finds in tropical hol lows. Yet in spite of his effort to describe the southern lowlands as a temperate space, the tropical, the useless, and the cataclysmic con tinually set him off course.
He consistently describes this south ern geography in terms that emphasize its tropical splendor. This tropicalization is underscored by the concatenation of Virginia, Mississippi, and Vera Cruz; by his attention to the region's connections to unambigu ously tropical places, including Cuba and the West Indies; and by his recurrent complaints about the region's humidity. It is not enough to designate the terrains that fascinated him with the adjective tropical Rather, Virginia, Mississippi, and Vera Cruz had all been colo nies where heat-dependent crops?indigo, to bacco, sugar, coffee, rice?were produced on lowland plantations fueled by slave labor. In short, the terrain depicted by Travels was an assemblage of interpenetrating forces that was regional (tropical) and linked to a particular economic and political configuration (the plantation pulled him outside the emergent American public sphere. Eventually he did publish his Travels, but it was a slow production, and he had a tortured relation to his printed book.
In Letters of the Republic, Michael Warner proposes that print culture and the resulting public sphere catalyzed the enlightenment revolutions that birthed the citizen-subject of modern nationalism. The subjectivity that developed through print culture required that persons give up private identities for public identity; it also required that they give over their private bodies to a print culture that was intensely material insofar as it proliferated presses, typefaces, and print artifacts and disembodied insofar as it idealized the ab straction of particular personages.5 The aim of representative men like Benjamin Frank lin was to produce themselves as exemplary citizen-subjects who existed primarily in print and in relation to others who also circulated in print. If Franklin is Warner's exemplar of the citizen-subject, Bartram offers a good test case through which we can trace the emergence of a mode of agency that is not equivalent to sub jectivity and that developed outside the metro politan centers associated with print culture. Instead of an inscrutable proto-Bartleby who chooses against choosing in order to register his ambivalence about print and publicity, Bartram was something of a proto-Chandos: a man so entwined with the tropical ecology that the projects of representation, commu nication, and publicity became excruciating.6 His account of swamps and the transforma tion of people who lived in them reveals a mode of action that pulls away from the public sphere and all it represents. Plantation spaces possessed those who traversed them. The heat that changed the orientation and movements of bodies and the diseases that the climate was thought to carry, as well as the bites of the re gion's insects and venomous snakes, all com 123.2 M. Allewaert 343 promised bodily and metaphysical integrity.
Bodies so penetrated could not be diffused into singular yet abstract corpuses like that of a republic sustained by print culture; they were pulled instead into the sprawling (and overlapping) biological, economic, and social systems of the plantation zone.
There was perhaps no space more para digmatically tropical and more threatening to colonials than the swamps in which Bar tram spent a good part of five years. Although swamps were frequently part of a plantation's grounds and, as he notes, were most often used for rice cultivation, they also compromised the order and productivity of imperial ven tures, from explorations to plantations. Transformed by the tropics' ecology, Bartram was unable to mime the stance of objectivity that structured colonial subjects' scientific practices, and this compromised his ability to produce the useful knowledge that would redeem southern North America as a temperate zone. But if he veered from the project of compiling useful knowledge, his sojourn through the lowlands might still prove of aesthetic use. Given his laborious revisions of the manuscript as well as his turn to the rhetoric associated with the sub lime, he clearly had aesthetic ambitions. The eighteenth-century discourse of the sublime, most famously developed by Edmund Burke's Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and the Beautiful (1757), showed that aesthetics had philosophical sig nificance. In Burke's account, experiencing the sublime required courting the useless, since "[wjhenever strength is only useful... then it is never sublime" (61). But if theories of the sublime argued for the importance of the ostensibly useless, they also hewed closely to the expectation that the perceiving subject would remain distinct from the object world. Burke insists that sublime spectacles should give subjects only the idea of danger, for "when danger... press [es] too nearly," it is "incapable of giving any delight" and is, instead, "simply terrible" (36). In eighteenth-century aesthetic theory, the subject of sublime experience was required to remain distinct from sublime ob jects. Theories of the sublime thus confirmed the basic assumption of Enlightenment natu ralism: that the subject stand apart from the object world that he or she would master.10
If the sublime is a subjective experience evoked by spectacles that seem dangerous in their magnitude or power, swamps are quin tessentially sublime spaces, because they are vast geographies that defy measurement. Yet swamps not only seem dangerous; they are dangerous. Bartram suggests that human be ings in the plantation zone are truly in peril, and here the possibility of the Anglo-European sublime vanishes: white men who move through swamps do not gain ground firm enough to sustain conceptualizations that will confirm that their (subjective) capacities for empiricism, reason, or aesthetic appreciation are greater than the threat of the swamps. In swamps, the subjective and objective converge, making clearly delimited human subjectivity impossible. This impossibility is especially evi dent when, attacked by alligators, mosquitoes, heat, and his own exhaustion, Bartram admits that he is "deprived of every desire but that of ending my troubles as speedily as possible" (126). His inability to produce a subjectivity that bounds sublime scenes is dramatically evident in this moment when he fantasizes ceasing to be, but it is most consistently evi dent in his sentences. Even when he means to evoke order, they are swimming productions that seldom manage to frame a point. His turn to the sublime devolves into an impassioned fusion of human, animal, and vegetable life, and here the aesthetic project of colonialism is as deeply compromised as its scientific one.11
Snakes, diseases, and vines might pen etrate people's bodies, and the lushness of vegetable life might possess their minds.
However, the most visceral threat to white colonials in the plantation zone came from the diasporic Africans who were "compelled to labour in the swamps and lowlands" (228).
Bartram understood that there was reason to fear the Africans, who were sometimes a majority population in the American tropics.
In 1765 he persuaded his father to buy him property in the Florida wetlands and slaves to work this property so that he could start a rice and indigo plantation. Henry Laurens, a family friend, reported that Bartram was the only "human inhabitant within nine miles," by which he meant the only white man, and also suggested that Bartram's miserable fail ure as a planter resulted from his difficulty in managing his slaves, whom Laurens describes as inept and rebellious. Only two of his slaves could "handle an axe," and one of these was "exceedingly insolent," so much so as "to threaten his life" (qtd. in Slaughter 159-60).
Although Bartram takes pains to emphasize plantations' idyllic good order, he also notes the brawn of male slaves as well as their skill with "gleaming axes" (94, 259).
Swamps threatened colonials' efforts to separate themselves from the natural world, but it was rebellious Africans who most clearly made swamps revolutionary. Toward the conclusion of Travels, the danger posed by Africans in plantation societies comes to the fore. After leaving a South Carolina planta tion, Bartram was riding along sandy ridges, contemplating the cavitation of reefs and land, when he [ojbserved a number of persons coming up a head, whom I soon perceived to be a party of Negroes. I had every reason to dread the con sequence ... [and] had reason to apprehend this to be a predatory band of Negroes_I was unarmed, alone, and my horse tired; thus situated every way in their power, I had no alternative but to be resigned and prepare to meet them. ... I mounted and rode briskly up; and though armed with clubs, axes and hoes, they opened to right and left and let me pass peaceably. Their chief informed me whom they belonged to, and said they were going to man a new quarter at the West end of the bay; I however kept a sharp eye about me, apprehending that this might possibly have been an advanced division, and their intentions were to ambuscade and surround me; but they kept on quietly. (379) Bartram emphasizes that he is powerless?
"unarmed, alone" and "resigned," before the In calling for a political and juridical solution (the abolition of slavery), Bartram comes close to taking on the mantle of citizen subject. However, instead of presenting the tract to the public, he hid it among his father's effects. The artifact is emblematic of the dis appearance of Bartram as a subject: it is writ ten on the reverse of a catalog that testifies to his father's legacy.14 Bartram's marks show through on the pages of his father's catalog, but his resistance, as well as the African resistance Bartram takes as his subject, is contained by his father's colonial taxonomies. In a letter to a South Carolina friend, he requests that his ies'] academy, at the end of every visto, you see nothing but the gallows" (240). The prob lem with revolution was not only that it was primitive but also that it produced a new scen ery that could not be safely observed since it could annihilate an observer. To push Burke's point, the practice and rhetoric of revolution breached the distinction between a social realm, which was the province of the human, and a natural realm, which was the province of primal forces, animals, and objects. Revo lution brought about a too close association of the human and the natural, and this associa tion deeply compromised a tradition in which nature was organized as a series of landscapes that were distinct from and valued by human beings. Burke's suggestion that groves became gallows invokes a future without landscape. The pressure revolutionary rhetoric put on the assumption that persons were distinct from nature and its objects was particularly felt in plantation societies, not only because of the pull of vines and swamps but also because However, Anglo-European texts like Bar tram's indicate that diasporic Africans were hardly indifferent to tropical ecologies. Draw ing on these texts as evidence is suspect: they are often the same works that attempt to pro duce a tropical splendor that covers over the brutality of plantations. Yet Anglo-Europeans believed that Africans were better able to ma nipulate this ecology than they were. In his torical fact and in these Anglo-Europeans' accounts, the Africans who were brutally and problematically allied with plantation terrains used the knowledge they gained from this ecol ogy in pragmatic and literal ways. Plantations did not offer an abstract nature that could be made into symbols for revolution; rather, their ecology contributed to revolution.
Those who lived in the colonies?white European revolutions is no doubt accurate. But Africans fighting for freedom provided more than ideological currency for eighteenth century revolutionaries. They were a military precedent, aphorized centuries later by Che Guevera's dictum that revolutionary action requires "a perfect knowledge of the ground" (16). To be sure, Anglo-European writers' as sociation of African rebellion with the tropi cal ecology often cast Africans as primitives in an effort to minimize the military acumen of slaves and Maroons. For instance, histori ans have sometimes suggested that the slave and mulatto victory in Saint-Domingue can be attributed to Africans' greater immunity to yellow fever, thus implying that they were simply vectors for a disease that acted through them and were not themselves agents in the devastation of France's colonial empire.17
Despite such efforts to minimize the significance of Africans' knowledge of the ground, white Creoles were well aware that slaves and Maroons used the ecology of the tropics to their advantage in the perpetual warfare that developed from race slavery. In 1769 Edward Bancroft wrote a natural history of Guiana in which he noted that the cassava root produces a "speedy and fatal poison" that " [b] y the inattention of the Slaves" was "fre quently drank by the sheep, hogs, and poul try, on the Plantations" (40-41). Although he dismisses this destruction as the result of simple inattention, Bancroft also notes slaves' uses of plants and understands that this bo tanical knowledge was applied to sabotaging the order of colonial plantations: for instance, "the female Slaves who intend to procure abortion" used the orco plant to "lubricat[e] the uterine passages" (52-53).
While travel writers, slaves, and Maroons paid attention to the utility of tropical veg etation, they also recognized that the tropics were more than a collection of inert things to be ground into poisons or otherwise in Fourgeoud decided that this passageway was "so narrow that they could not possibly use it," for it would require that his troops pass slowly and in single file, thus making them vulnerable because "the path was constantly kept under fire by the Maroons" (96).
The plantation zone's animate vegetation and shifting ground were by necessity home and battlefield for its stateless agents and fa Europeans are disaggregated by the planta tion zone is only part of the story offered by Blake's engraving. In the far left of the back ground's driving rain, African Maroons align their bodies with the delicate curves of palm trees, from which they attack these troops. One Maroon unloads a fusillade that falls in the same lines as the rain. Toward the back of the middle ground, white troops point their guns skyward to stop this attack, but they aim away from the Maroons above them, failing to find targets. The same swampy terrain that enmires Blake's white troops accommodates his African figures, one of whom walks im perviously through the quagmire, cargo bal anced on head. Africans are represented as having a special relation to and knowledge of the tropics, and Maroon warfare is rep resented as an extension of this ecology: the sway of a tree fulfills the sway of a body, and a shower of rain yields a shower of bullets. Blake's engraving crystallizes the colonial fear that detached subjectivity was impossible in plantation spaces, where white men struggled against an ecology that was often militarized.
Blake's attention to the deftness with which Africans navigated the plantation zone underscores a point that Stedman and Bartram also understood: Anglo-European colonists, unfamiliar with this ecology, were at a signifi cant disadvantage against the Africans, Indi ans, and poor whites who were forced to labor there and who used the knowledge and skills they had gained from this labor to disrupt the order of the plantation. The relation of persons to place in the tropics was not inherently ra cial. Diasporic Africans, Indians, poor whites, and colonial naturalists all found ways of working with this ecology and not in simple opposition to it. Given these agents' disparate but sometimes overlapping goals, a variety of revolutionary practices could emerge from the zone. But although the relation of persons to place was not necessarily racial, eighteenth century Anglo-Europeans generally did see it as shaped by a racial logic: it was Africans who knew that swamps could be made into motile, invisible infrastructures, who knew which (2000), and Sibylle Fischer's Modernity Disavowed (2004), devote significant attention to the Haitian Revolution and the moderni ties it produced. All these theorists empha size that the creation of a free black republic dedicated to opposing racism and imperialism radically challenged the political and philo sophical assumptions that grounded contem porary revolutionary states. Conceptualizing ecological resistance makes clear the extent to which resistance in the tropics (not just in Saint-Domingue) challenged the politics and philosophy associated with revolution. To de velop this point, it is worth briefly turning to Buck-Morss, who also proposes that resistance in the tropics allows for a new understanding of revolution. What she gains by her argument, however, is a partially redeemed Western meta physics as well as a revolutionary event purged of the contradictions and false universalisms that plagued the political philosophy of the age of revolution. This gain differs from that of an ecological account, which departs from the dialectic between subject and object that often grounds theorizations of revolution.
Buck-Morss criticizes an Enlightenment philosophy that proliferated metaphors of slavery while failing to account for literal, his torical slavery. However, she argues that Hegel was not blind to historical slavery. He was aware of the Haitian Revolution and drew on it when developing his master-slave dialectic.
By Buck-Morss's argument, the slaves' self emancipation inspired Hegel's belief that "free dom cannot be granted to slaves from above.
The self-liberation of the slave is required Third and most significant, Buck-Morss's analysis assumes that the quintessential actor of tropical revolution is a slave become sub ject: "slaves ... achieve self-consciousness by demonstrating that they are not things, not objects, but subjects who transform material nature" (848; emphasis mine). This reading returns us to Warner's print-culture thesis, for here again the end point of eighteenth-century revolution is the production of subjects, and, as Buck-Morss makes clear, the work of sub jects is to transform the object material of nature. To be sure, the production of citizen subjects was a preoccupation in centers of revolution from Cap Fran?ais to Philadelphia to Paris. But, as we have seen, the tropics also yielded a practice that ended the political fan tasy that subjects remained distinct from an object world that was simply acted on.
My point is not that Buck-Morss is wrong but that there is more to be gained by an eco logical account of resistance. Glissants theory of relation elaborates on that advantage.20 Writ ten two hundred years after Bartram wrote his Travels, Glissant 's Poetics of Relation (1990) is also a meditation on land's turning to sea. Poet ics opens into the "ochre" terrain of an African continent that yields to the abysses of the dias pora. But if the focus is aqueous, Glissant never entirely yields the terrestrial; he conceives the spaces joined by the African diaspora as a "land-sea" (7). An alluvial trope in which solid ities become fluidities that still maintain a resi due of materiality, the land-sea returns in his concluding chapter, which begins on a beach. The "devastated mangrove" swamps that lie be hind the beach and "tie" it to the island inspire a new vision: the beach is "quivering," in fact "burning," and then gives way to swamp and sea (205) . The close of Glissants Poetics recalls Bartram's arrangement of land, swamp, and sea. In both the first is becoming the last. But for Glissant a swamp does not presage apoca lypse; it is an animate force that "resists" and, in doing so, reveals depths that "allow us to take off like marrons" (205, 206) . Swamps of fer occasion for twentieth-and twenty-first century marronage that has broad political and philosophical significance. Swamps are "depths So what is gained by moving from the drowned subjectivity of Bartram's swamps to Glissant 's "we," which holds together human beings, terraqueous powers, and artifacts?
Most obviously, looking to ecology offers ways to build stories about places and actors that archives documenting the citizen-subjects of print culture cannot. Moreover, conceiving of agency as a collaboration of forces that join with planetary flows contributes to a theory of revolution in which death?of the subject or the moment?need not be understood as the limit of any agent or event. This shift from thinking of the plantation zone as a space of endings allows us to abandon the elegiac ori entation that crippled Bartram, and it avoids the agon of dialectical approaches that tend to reinscribe some center and, in so doing, restage the deprivation of margins where possibility is always attenuated. To be sure, eighteenth-century Anglo-Europeans saw swamps as monstrosities that stalled the subject-making work of the sublime. But the swamping of the sublime gives way to an aes thetics that suffuses persons through places to remake the terrain of the political. Kasibhatla, Priscilla Wald, and Deborah Elise White.
1. I am not the first critic to note the aqueous qual ity of Travels. In his discussion of the manuscript's often competing drafts, Thomas Hallock suggests that the final version "swims within the paradoxes that were defined by the western ordinances" and describes an earlier version as having an "aquatic" "pulse" (158, 155). reason and so ultimately the province of the subject (83 89). Nonetheless, the reading of the sublime I offer could also be extended to Kant, whose work I have in mind when I speak of Anglo-European aesthetic practices.
11. For more on how the aesthetic project of the sub lime contributed to colonialism, see the account of Burke by Sara Suleri, who proposes that "the operation of the sublime is continually represented as parallel to the structure of colonialism, until it becomes more the prop erty of the colonizing world than the aesthetic one" (38). 18. This shift is in no sense simple, since eighteenth century Anglo-European texts often contribute to the land scape tradition that enabled colonialism and at the same time to an emergent ecological tradition that compromised it.
19. It may not be possible, or even desirable, to imag ine a revolution that eliminates all forms of hierarchy. In any case, it would not be historically accurate to say that in Haiti revolution shifted from a vertical to a horizontal phe nomenon. Since Hegel followed events in Saint-Domingue, he presumably noticed this. Starting with Jean-Jacques Dessalines, and even more clearly with Henri Cristophe, 
